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Abstract— Astrological systems proved and gave best study reports many times unpredictable advance unknown science facts about 
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astrologically planetary connectivity involved during earthquake and affected place finding methods and its science facts.   
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

N Astrological  subject many method influenced in society. 
But  the Bhriugu Nandi Nadi  is one of the  most powerful  
Astrology  and also it helps to  the astrologers at  different 

ways to predict the humans futures with  the support of  un-
known physiological connectivity at  astronomical  planetary  
positions   .It developed and reformed by  Mr .RG Rao   at last 
century in India  .In this method  he says no vision at all plan-
ets  each other like as basic Vedic astrology.He says same zo-
diac direction planets work together based on their Astro 
characters and places. That means Aries, Leo and Sagittarius 
are denotes Fiery and East directions also sign’s placed 
Naksthra owners are also the same on three signs. So he treats 
at any planets placed on these at same directions and also 
works together at first level of eastern direction planets in this 
continues   1,5,9 connected together at first level and 3,7,11 at 
second level ,2 at third level and 12 at fourth level this is the 
one-point rule of R G Rao Bhriugu Nandhi Nadi astrology. 
The scholar discus about the truth of Nadi methods and sci-
ence facts of Nadi astrology based on that enhance the ad-
vancement of this Nadi systems  

2 SCIENCE FACTS OF EARTH BODIES IN ASTROLOGY 

 

Astrology   namely denoted Jothidam that means the way 
of light connectivity relations of earth to its human and na-
tures of earth bodies towards to nearby Astronomical Solid, 
Gases and Invisibles celestial bodies   connected through un-
known physiological energy radiations from based on the 
planetary positions. But its result finding methodology many 
disputes discussed scientists weds astrologers, because of As-
trology proved on statistical tests, existence astrological book 
law, theoretical frame work and reliability of the human. But 
we did not able to prove as a science at 100%, because present-
ly known Physiological forces are not able to fully describe the 
relations of astronomical or astrological truth. But the same 
time no suffice to claim that the astrology is not a science. In 
astrological scientists 2500 years ago written many physiologi-
cal facts now a day’s approved after measured the instrumen-

tation like the distance of planets, rotation periods, planets 
mass, diameters and planets structures. Also we accept some 
connection is there between earth being human bodies and 
sun, moon all other planets .In continues the above subject the 
earth bodies are getting naturally gets all the planets charac-
ter’s  if rough hills area means –Mars characters much more, 
River means moons characters much more, Green forest -
Mercury characters , Hard earth  -Saturn characters, sea shore 
earth means Raghu character, agriculture village man living 
earth means Jupiter characters , Industrial town covered earth 
- Venus character like all the planets involvements are contin-
uously connected all earth bodies and dominated their activity 
.Also the Astrologically divided  12- Rasi with 4 direction eg. 
Aries, Leo and Sagittarius are indicated in East direction like 
all the bodies of earth direction also inter connected with 
planet position some unknown physiological radioactive en-
ergy. 

 

3 EARTHQUAKE WITH PLANETARY CONNECTIVITY: 

Earthquake is one of the major natural disasters that cannot be 
able to predict with us having current technology. Seismology 
says can be understanding the symptoms to realize the radio-
active gases before 2 to 3 days of the event. But it cannot get a 
correct result all the events. Seismology says the cause will be 
happened due to internal earth plate moved each other on 
changed of unknown physiological energy exhaust from in-
side the earth parts. Astronomically science says all the plan-
ets are in the universe   has been linked each other with un-
known magnetic power heading with sun and   all rotating 
and revolved manner at the same time entre universe also be 
rotating the galaxy and etc. During rotating and revolving 
process the ex-ordinary energy exhaust in the universe to sus-
tain their position of rotation revolving path. It may be a cause 
of earthquake. In astrologically negatively charged planets 
nearing together based astrological connection on same plane-
tary view point. The unpredictable natural disaster created. 
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Eg. Moon, Raghu, Mars and Saturn are connected together as 
per astrological connection the event ensured at all the cases.   

4 SCHOLAR’S ADVANCED RULE ON EARTHQUAKE: 

With reference the statistics and ancient Nadi astrological 
book, statistical workout with more than 100 event’s chart the 
scholar conclude all the 9 planets are responsible and connect-
ed together at the same connectivity angle during earthquake. 

 When Saturn connected Sun, Jupiter connected Ve-
nus, Mars connected Mercury on the same time Moon 
triggered Rughu-Kedhu point the earth quake hap-
pened. Here the negatively charged planet Saturn or 
Venus + mercury indicating the place of event. Also 
the event time the Saturn retro stage, the cause mag-
nitude much more the normal.  

 In astrology says all the planets presentation continu-
ously covered entire earth, human, animals, plants 

body, etc. It can be varied time to time due to plants 
position. It must be involving major role in the con-
nectivity and also inside earth the same changes ac-
crue and it may be lead to earthquake. 

 Also here to find astronomically one fact, the sub 
planet of earth ic moon tried escape earth’s rotation 
path with the support of Saturn, Raghu and push to 
Mars’s path. It will not happen ever. But here earth 
exhaust enormous radioactive gas waves energy in 
the form of earthquake and do sustain moon on their 
path.   

 In astro histologically connectivity period Deva group 
planets Jupiter, Mars, Sun   to the Asura group planet 
Venues, Mercury, Saturn natural disasters has been 
happened. 

5 HIGHLY CHARGED MAGNITUDE EARTHQUAKE WEDS PLANETARY CONNECTIVITY AT LAST TWO CENTURY:  

 

Sl.n
o 

Ma
g 

Earthquake Name 
Date 

(UTC) 
Time 
(UTC) 

Lati-
tude 

Longi-
tude 

Astrological plan-
et connectivty 

References at the 
time of event  

Astrologicaly  Sat-
urn,  OR Venus + Mer-
cury  connected place 

confirm the event  

1 9.5 Valdivia Earthquake 22-05-1960 19:11 38.14°S 73.41°W 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

Saturn in Retro -sagittarius 
-south western part -
connected 

2 9.2 
1964 Great Alaska Earthquake, 
Prince William Sound Earth-
quake, Good Friday Earthquake 

28-03-1964 03:36 60.91°N 147.34°W 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

Saturn in  -Aquarius -west 
western part   -connected 

3 9.1 

Sumatra-Andaman Islands 
Earthquake, 2004 Sumatra 
Earthquake and Tsunami, Indian 
Ocean Earthquake 

26-12-2004 00:58 3.30°N 95.98°E 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

Saturn in  -Cancer -South 
eastern part   -connected 

4 9.1 Tohoku Earthquake 11-03-2011 05:46 38.30°N 142.37°E 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

Saturn Retro  in  -Virgo - 
Northan East  part   -
connected 

5 9 Kamchatka, Russia 04-11-1952 16:58 52.62°N 159.78°E 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

VE+ ME ( R ) in  -scorpio - 
Northan centre  part   -
connected 

6 8.8 Maule Earthquake 27-02-2010 06:34 36.12°S 72.90°W 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

Saturn Retro  in  -Virgo - 
Northan   west part   -
connected 

7 8.8 
1906 Ecuador–Colombia Earth-
quake 

31-01-1906 15:36 0.96°N 79.37°W 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

Saturn in  -Aquarius -west 
western part   -connected 

8 8.7 Rat Islands Earthquake 04-02-1965 05:01 51.25°N 178.72°E 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

Saturn in  -Aquarius -west 
western part   -connected 

9 8.6 Assam, Tibet 15-08-1950 14:09 28.36°N 96.45°E 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

Saturn   in  -LEO  Center 
Esten  part   -connected 

10 8.6  Northern Sumatra Earthquake 11-04-2012 08:39 2.33°N 93.06°E 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

Saturn Retro  in  -
Libra  Center Esten  part   -
connected 

11 8.6 Nias Earthquake 28-03-2005 16:10 2.09°N 97.11°E 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

VE+ ME( R ) In 
Pices  southern west part  

12 8.6 Alaska Earthquake 09-03-1957 14:23 51.50°N 175.63°W 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

VE+ ME in  -Aquarius -
west western part   -
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connected 

13 8.6 
Unimak Island Earthquake, 
Alaska 

01-04-1946 12:29 53.49°N 162.83°W 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

Saturn in  -Gemini - west-
ern part   -connected 

Sl.n
o 

Ma
g 

Earthquake Name 
Date 

(UTC) 
Time 
(UTC) 

Lati-
tude 

Longi-
tude 

Astrological plan-
et connectivty 
References at the 
time of event  

Astrologicaly  Sat-
urn,  OR Venus + Mer-
cury  connected place 
confirm the event  

14 8.5 Banda Sea Earthquake  01-02-1938 19:04 5.05°S 131.61°E 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

VE+ ME in  -Capricon -west 
Eastern part   -connected 

15 8.5 
Chile-Argentina Border Earth-
quake, 

11-11-1922 04:33 28.29°S 69.85°W 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

Saturn  Retro  in  -Virgo - 
Southern  part   -connected 

16 8.5 Kuril Islands Earthquake, 13-10-1963 05:18 44.87°N 149.48°E 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

Saturn retro in  -Aquarius -
west eastern part   -
connected 

17 8.4 Kamchatka, Russia 03-02-1923 16:02 54.49°N 160.47°E 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

Saturn   in  -LEO  Center 
Esten  part   -connected 

18 8.4 Sumatra, Indonesia Earthquake, 12-09-2007 11:10 4.44°S 101.37°E 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

Saturn   in  -LEO  Center 
Esten  part   -connected 

19 8.4 Arequipa, Peru Earthquake 23-06-2001 20:33 16.27°S 73.64°W 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

VE+ ME( R ) In Aries   west 
part on north US 

20 8.4 Sanriku, Japan 02-03-1933 17:31 39.21°N 144.59°E 
MO-RU+KE-,SU-
SA,JU-VE,MA-ME 

Saturn in  -Capricon -
Northan  part of west    -
connected 

 
 

6 SAMPLE EARTHQUAKE EVENT WEDS PLANETARY 

CONNECTIVITY:  

 
Name of Event : Sumetra Earthquake, 
Time  : 0.58 AM(UTC)                
Place   : Indonesia,  
Date   : 26-10-2004 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Here the time of event Moon connected to Raghu +Kudu 3-11 
Nadi conjunction point  and all the Deva and Asura opposite 
characteristics planets are connected each other in order to 
Jupiter-Venus at 3-11Nadi  conjunction at 4 deg difference ,  
Mars –Mercury  at 1-1 Nadi conjunction at 13 deg difference , 
Sun –Saturn  at 7-7 conjunction at 8 deg difference as per 
scholars  rule  . Also the Event indicating plant VE + ME   
placed in Southern watery Rasi .So the event happened in 
Centre southern part of the world and all the event indicating 
planet in watery   rasi.so the event happened in inside the sea .   
The time of event the Jeeven Jupitor locked up between  
Retro Saturn and Kudu so the event’s deadliest rate very high 
and the re-formed normalization period very high. 

7 CONCLUSION 

Scholar discuss about the science facts and astro planetary 
connectivity facts involve in the time earthquake and to prove 
the Nadi Rule based planets connectivity with the support of 
scholars advancement Nadi rule planetary connectivity. It will 
help to further study of Advanced Nadi Rule and also helps to 
the society to find the future nature’s disasters in this method-
ology.  
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